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TAG Pipe Buggy and Dolly
The safe and easy way to move pipe around the job site
The Pipe Buggy offers a safe method of handling and moving pipes of up
to 6.1m in length and 450 kg around the workshop or site easily, avoiding
damage to the pipe as a result of it being dragged along the ground.
TAG Pipe’s Pipe Dolly are used in many field operations allowing the
transportation of pipe without the need for a gas or electric powered lift.

TAG Pipe Cradles and Slings
TAG Pipe Cradles and Slings are an effective way to move pipe,
specifically designed for pipeline installation projects
• Durable 90a urethane coating designed for multiple uses
• Sealed anti-friction bearings
• Measures 4 inch thread width x 4.5 inch diameter
• Designed for use with 5/8˝ wire rope
• Machined hub for smooth wheel rotation

TAG Fitup, Layout and Marking Tools
TAG supply a comprehensive range of measuring, marking and layout
tools for all pipe fitting and welding applications
The range of products includes: Wrap-a-rounds, Contour Markers,
Combination Adapters, Centering Heads, Flange Aligners, Radius Markers,
Burning Guides and Soapstones. TAG offer a complete range of marking,
measuring and layout tools and accessories for the Pipe fitter/welder.
Rotary Earth Clamps are simple yet effective tools for eliminating earth lead
twisting and tangling during work piece rotation. Providing a stable earth for
circumferential welding of pipes and fittings and eliminating weld pinholes
and imperfections caused by poor earthing.

TUNGSTEN ELECTRODE GRINDERS
TAG Handy Point Plus Tungsten Grinder
The elite handheld grinding machine for tungsten electrode
The Handy Point Plus is a portable Tungsten grinder, that is both
environmentally friendly and has the ability to grind repeatable quality
points on Tungsten electrodes for TIG and plasma welding. The Handy
Point Plus is equipped with an integrated, replaceable dust filter, protecting
the operator and the environment against the potentially harmful dust
produced during electrode grinding.
Available in 110v or 220v power.

TAG Pro Point Plus Tungsten Grinder and Cutter
The ultimate in electrode grinding for optimal TIG and Plasma welding
The Pro Point Plus patented wet grinder demonstrates an eco friendly way to
grind perfect, accurate angles on tungsten electrodes – and therefore perfect
TIG or Plasma welding. Pro Point Plus is constructed with a unique disposal
container that automatically collects all toxic dust particles, eliminating the
need for a separate exhaust system. Cold wet grinding combined with the
diamond wheels high grinding speed ensures that the tungsten electrode
always has a polished and even surface. The Pro Point Plus is supplied with a
cutting wheel to allow the cutting of electrodes as short as 10mm, perfect for
orbital welding systems. Available in 110v or 220v power supply.

